
3 Cultivation: knowledge or 
performance? 

Paul Richards 

AGAINST WCAL KNOWLEDGE 

· It is a characteristic feature of the oneness of the modem world
that indigenous cultivation should have come to be thought of as
grounded in local knowledge. To technologically-minded improvers
this local knowledge is often or mainly outmoded, and something .
to be replaced. Anthropological romantics, by contrast, in establish
ing their credentials as priests of humanistic plurality, are apt to
celebrate it. Both groups are thereby liable to credit local knowledge
of agriculture with a spurious epistemic independence, as if it were
the regular outcome of a process of 'peasant intellectualism' parallel
in some way to the processes of intellectualism operating .in North
American or European academic life. Intellectualist movements.
arise from time to time within communities of small-scale cultivators
(Feierman 1990, Richards 1992) but their achievements are danger
ously undervalued by assuming that small-scale cultivators neces
sarily abound in agro-ecological wisdom. This assumption seems to
me to run the risk of ethnocentricism. Stephen Marglin (1991) has
drawn attention to the historically localized peculiarities that led to
a rather strict segregation between episteme and techne as forms of
knowledge in western society. Nineteenth-century Victorians, for
example, had good reason to try to insulate the reflective privileges
of intellectuals from the authority claims of builders, plumbers and
other purveyors of practice in a world undergoing rapid material
transformation (ct Galton's statistical work on the absent-mind
edness of professors, gaze averted from the contents of their break
fast tables, their attention devoted to higher matters). But I see no
reason why anthropologists should continue to stigmatize cultivators
with an intellectual dichotomy redolant of the class-based parochial
ism of later-Victorian imperialists.
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What I try to suggest in this chapter is that much of the materi_al 
that gets woven bL�l).thrgpologist ( or other observe!2_i11_t<:>_C1 
satisfyingly co�ee-standigg _ 'iil _cijg�n<>us _ agricultural know!
eage system' is often nothingof the sort, but rather the product of 
a set of im.:erovjsationalcapacities .. called fortl!J:>y the needs of tlte 
moment. It is hard for observers to appreciate what is often obvious 
(aiidtherefore hardly worth stating) to performers. �.!_a_<;a�_ 
demic bystanders into a fallacy of misplaced abstrac_tio_n: the making 
of1nfelfectualmysteries out of situations and activiti�s whose_J)rac!i
calimport is--obvious-io all but the observer. 
'Among a number of reasons for--deploring the prevalence of 

misplaced abstraction in anthropological accounts of local knowl
edge two stand out. First, the resultant over-interpretation tends to 
obscure important, if probably quite rare, cases of genuine 'local 
knowledge' arising from real but place- or epoch-specific differences 
in the way the world works (Hacking 1982). There are a number 
of such particularisms in agro-ecology (Richards 1985) even if the 
historical examples are at times hard to interpret owing to an accel
erated pace of recent environmental. change (Richards 1991). 
Second, misplaced abstraction_ tends furtll_�r_t<>__cramp Qur (already 
limited) unaersta.ru1fn_g-of fruman improvisational capacities. Why is 
iflhat some-people can pick up an instrument and play where others 
struggle half a lifetime to coax from it a reasonable tune? How is 
it that some people seem to be good at finding their way through 
unfamiliar terrain or coping with unprecedented circumstances that 
would leave others hopelessly lost or panicked? Through the exer
cise of what talent or itl.§.ti!iCt is it possible for some people safely 

. to negotiate political minefields or moments of great social awkward
ness where others would achieve nothing more than embarrassment 
or acrimonious confrontation? Why can some people make frail 
plants flourish where others only have to raise a watering can for 
them to die? We tend to talk in vagi.ie terms about having a musical 
:ear', a 'talent' for diplomacy, a 'sen_!e' _C>fjlie_s1tul[ti<>n,a-'feel' for 
I: thepro6Iem;a-'@l<le�h.��or 'gre_en_fingers�_J1utYYitl1Q1J.i_m_uch 
I j apparent-tclea of how ,jfJi.Lall�the..skills_Jhus __ imroke<l �e :related 
I\ to 'imowledge systems' more conventionally defined. 
\ , Thepurpose of this chapter is to airecfiittentfon to the need for 
more precise ethn_Qgr�PID' oLth�se kinds of performance skills, as 
a necessary antidote to the fallacy of misplaced abstraction, if the 
anthropology of knowledge is to progress beyond the by now well
rehearsed limits set by the rationality debate on the one hand (Hollis 
and Lukes 1982) and an anti-scientific, post-modern, culture theory 
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on the other (Geertz 1983). I focus in particular on a number of 
agricultural examples from West Africa, and apologize in advance 
for a chapter that still bears the marks of its origins as a contribution 
to a conference specifically concerned with agricultural experimen
tation (a summary of the original paper appears in Chambers, Pacey 
and Thrupp 1989). My concern now; as then, is to understand how 
farmers cope with difficulty and do well, rather than with themore 
uslialdiialism - technical correctness\;ersus sociar e�eness -
at issue in manj'.]ebates_concerning local knowledge. 
·-1 ought to add (though it will soon become clear) that in calling
attention to the importance of performance skills as an element in
the debate about local knowledge I see this as quite separate from
'performance studies' in anthropology as developed by Victor
Turner and others (e.g. Turner 1974). There, the focus is placed
upon the dramaturgy and interpretation of ritual - with (in effect)
purpose, content and outcome of the specific genres of performance
commanding the lion's share of attention. My primary concern is
with improvisational capacities in the technological arena. More
generally (in the larger project to which this chapter is a preamble)
I am interested in the 'music:_�.'__skills�and_.'_e111bodied' capacities that
�@.nfuruQus flow fu human p_erformance of all kin�, With
some surprising exceptions (Needham 1967), anthropologists
interested in ritual performance have tended to shy away from the
issue of bodily capacities, perhaps fearing the influence of the cruder
forms of biological reductionism. There are recent welcome signs,
however, that the strict anthropological Cartesianism that has so far
rendered embodied skills intellectually suspect (Geertz 1983, Rouget
1985) is beginning to come under effective critical scrutiny (Ingold
1991).

PERFORMANCE IN WEST AFRICAN RICE FARMING

In the rice-growing zone of West Africa agricultural research effort 
since the 1930s has concentrated upon varietal selection. Encourage
ment to farmers to grow improved varieties has been a key compo
nent in a number of rural development initiatives. But in upland 
farming conditions, and with uncertain supplies of fertilizer, the 
yield of improved varieties rarely outstrips local cultivars by more 
than 10 to 20 per cent. 

In the Mende village of Mogbuama in central Sierra Leone, where 
I first carried out field-work in 1982-3, no farmer used any improved 
varieties ( apart from in a few small plots for which I had supplied 
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seed). In that year, and leaving out of account total failures, rice 
yields on the best_five �ncl farms in Mogbuama ex��_9-�d__yields __ 
on" the e99rest five by about 50 to 60 __ p_e_Lci:_iif(Richards 1986). The_ 
sampl�_(tlJ.irty_household_farms)__.:was.noLgreatly .differentiated -by 
·size or social status. The major constraint determining success or
fa1iurewasiuiieiy.access to_lal>o.ur ( and most especially access to
the skills of co-operative lab�U!_gI:OJ!pS during the planting season).
Each farm would be ready for planting in its own time, depending

soil type and when the farmer had opted to set fire to the felled 
But the window of opportunity for planting is restricted. 

cleared farm left too long before planting. is choked by weeds' or seed is lost before it germinates on account of the heavy rains. 
Hence the need for a large labour group to ensure the bulk of the 
farm is planted in one go at an auspicious moment. 

To secure the timely services of a labour group it is necessary 
both to command a rnnge of social skills (to know how to talk to 
convenors)and tobe in.a position tioff.er J:he riglJ.tki11d C>:f foQ<:l 
and other.Jt�l:!i�it��. Labour groups will down tools if the food is 
considered inadequate. The rules are explicit. The group must be 
offered rice, and the sauce must contain fish or meat and sufficient 
salt. Some groups have a 'company doctor' who tests the food on 
offer to decide whether the work should proceed. Alcohol, ciga
rettes and cola are additional inducements to timely and careful 
work. 

It is often tricky for the farmer to raise the necessary resources. 
The assistance of a labour group in making a household upland rice 
farm is needed when stocks from the previous harvest are running 
low and food and cash are in short supply. One way to cope with 
this difficulty is to convert 'spare' labour time during the dry season 
into an asset encashable during the period of pre-harvest hunger. 
One such asset is omole, a local liquor distilled from palm wine. 
This stores well, commands a ready market for cash, and can be 
used as an additional inducement in recruiting labour groups. A 
Mogbuama woman who distilled large quantities of the stuff fre
quently had a largish informal work group of (somewhat hung-over) 
young men helping on her farm, to clear off their previous evening's 
drinking debts. The process of putting together an agricultural work 
party, therefore, is not totally unlike the throwing of another kind 
of party that regularly enlivens Mende village life: informal dancing 
on moonlit evenings after the harvest. The parallel is especially 

· striking in the case of those labour groups that work to musical
accompaniment (Richards 1986). In this case the drummers map
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out in beats the steps of the young men hoeing in the rice after it 
is broadcast, and a singer praises the swift and chides the tardy, 
much as the musicians for a dance cue, and comment upon, the 
perfectly-timed changes of step that so delight the lively snake of 
participants in the moon-lit conga around the village square. 

Agricultural researchers spend much time measuring rice yields, 
and perhaps (like anthropologists - cf. Little 1967) not a little time 
enjoying music or dance under the harvest moon. But I have come 
across few measurements relating to the significance of music in 
agricultural production. What, for example, is the impact of drum
ming on the efficiency of agricultural labour? I made some measure
ments of this while taking part in rice planting in Mogbuama. This 
resulted in several sets of figures relating to areas planted and hoed 
by a labour company working separate stints with and without 
music. Per hour, 20� cent more grnund��s covered byJhe same 
group of people( on the same soiUype.,

� crucial factor in determin
ing the efficiency of planting work) when accompanied by drumming 
tlian\vitliount: - - ······ ·· 
------- -:-- ,---------

. This figure is intriguing, since it suggests that the difference 
between getting performance factors right and wrong in African hoe 
agriculture may have the same order of magnitude of impact on 
productivity as might the adoption of new varieties, or other 
research station inputs, in typical small-farmer circumstances. By 
and large, however, agricultural research seems to have ignored 
performance as an area for systematic enquiry - but surely not for 
want of basic evidence. The ethnographic literature is rich in rele
vant instances, including accounts of the part played by music in 
agricultural production or of the connection between brewing and 
labour organization (Ames 1959, Bassett 1988, O'Laughlin 1973, 
Saul 1983, Sharpe 1982). It is the significance, not the existence, of 
this material that seems to have eluded agriculturalists working 
on tropical small-farmer cultivation systems. I was once asked to 
participate in a conference on the contribution of anthropology to 
farming systems research, organized by one of the international 
centres for tropical agricultural research. But the paper a colleague 
and I submitted on agricultural labour groups in Nigeria and Sierra 
Leone was rejected on the grounds that it was 'too anthropological' 
and of insufficient practical interest to agricultural researchers. 
Why? Why should the performance of agti_cultural work seem irrel
evant to applied §Q�11tists in.t�r�§ted_in impl'Qyi11g small-holder farm-

�§..'L . 
. ----

Some of the fault, surely, must lie on the social science side of 
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the fence. Anthropologists, and others interested in social agency, 
tend to set up their arguments and analyses as if they are offering 
an alternative ( contemplative, interpretive) way of looking at the 
world, a vision opposed to that vouchsafed by science with its 
commitment to intervention as a test of understanding ( Geertz 
1983). But an adequate theory of performance must be based on 
an understanding of the way in which theory and practice (including 
theory and practice in science) intertwine. Bourdieu (1978) points 
the way, but even he seems unconcerned with the implication that 
an adequate theory of practice may have important practical impli
cations, that it should facilitate better performance. This seems per
verse. Is it not a contradiction in terms to posit a contemplative 
theory of practice - to posit silent music? Unless the anthropologist 
aspires to the role of the talentless music critic, unable to play a 
note, an interest in the ethnography of performance carries with it 
an implicit commitment to a valid 'applied' anthropology, capable 
(in the present case) of influencing policy and practice in agricultural 
.science. (Perhaps a better guide in this regard than Bourdieu is 
Jacques Attali's remarkable book Noise: a Political Economy of
Music (1979), an intriguing cultural manifesto by the economist now 
in charge of the international bank for the economic reconstruction 
of eastern Europe!) My purpose, then, is to suggest that the search 
for an adequate theory of agricultural performance is an essential 
complement to applied agricultural research. In particular, I want 
to press the point that 'local knowledge', when it seems incomp!e::_: 

. hensible from a technica1 point. of view, is sometimes· 'performance 
! knowledge' ratlie!:._!!l�(�o-called}'in,digenQus t_efhnical knowled_ge'

(Howes and Chambers 1979), and to point to the confusion liable
tostemlrom tneffconflation. .

--- -- ----

INTERCROPPING: PLAN OR PERFORMANCE? 

Let me try further to clarify what I mean by 'performance knowl- ' 
edge' with an example that will at the same time illustrate how 
distant normal agricultural research sometimes is from performance 
thinking. The example draws on Michael Watts' discussion (in his 
book Silent Violence, 1983) of the way in which farmers in a village 
in Katsina, northern Nigeria compensate for the effects of poor 
rainfall. Hausa farmers make a series of rolling adjustments to 
drought. If the rains are late or stop unexpectedly the first planting 
of sorghum may fail. The farm is replanted as many times as is 
necessary to secure germination, or until the farmer no longer has 
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any seed left. At each replanting a different seed mix may be tried, 
better to fit available resources to changing circumstances. As need 
arises or resources permit the farmer may then hedge or criss-cross 
the main plot with various back-up and insurance crops. 

Farming-systeJ!l� rese.ar.chers might imqgi11e theI11_s�lves _ _!2_Qe on 
fanithar ground at this__p-0int (cf. Norman 1967). They would tend 
(soWattsaigues) to treat each of these resultit1g cropping patterns 
as a predeterrnirned des1gn, as if m effett "each farmer had said, 
'Tliisyear:

'"

t�nimize the risks from drought, I will plant so much 
sorghum, so much millet, so much cassava'. But this is to confuse 
intention and result, to misunde�timd what has happened. The crop 
-mix-= the layout ol_<!iJf_ere11t_crops in the field - is not a design, but
aj:esu1Qr1s a co_!!!P!eteq __ p.e.i:for.mance. What transpired infuis
peiforinance, and why, can only be int�r1e1ed by reconstructing11the sequence of eye11ts in time. Each mixture is a historical recordjl
of what happened to a specific farmer on a specific piece of land in
a specific year. It is not the outcome of a prior body of 'indigenous
technical knowledge' in which farmers are figuring out variations on
a local theory of inter-species ecological complementarity.

In the circumstances of the case described by Watts, researchers
interested in intercropping are looking at the wrong problem. �
are looking for the combinatorial logic in intercropping where wJia.t
niatterstothe Hausa farm�rji_sequ�ntiaJ adjustment .to_@precJjct
able concJ.itions_. To understand the register within which the farmer
works it is important, in this instance, to distinguish between s�!i�J
and _!_f!mpo:ral logic. It is necessary, in thinking about mtercropping,
to-separate plan and performance. But here we come up against a
major difficulty. If conventional agricultural research is not good at
coping with performance issues this is for (understandable) metho
dological reasons. Trials are carried out under experimental controls
in which the realities of time and place are 'frozen' to allow for
replication and comparison. This is the logic behind setting up and
endowing research stations as 'protected' environments. To this
extent, they can be described (quite properly) as 'out of time' and
'Q!!LQ[.plac.e.'......By contrast the issues at stake in _pet&rma_!lce only-
become ��nt in tJm.e...and_inplace ,... when, in fact, cultivation is 
a performance not a rehearsal. 

To· be fair, plant breeders are fully aware of the need to test for 
genotype-environment interactions (GE), but generally only screen 
fq_!J:>lQlo_gj.c� qot cultural factors, and certainlfnot for sociogenic 
contingencies as components in that cultural environment, since it 
will be assumed - perhaps wrongly - that these will be randomly 
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technical knowledge' in the agricultural field ( especially the local 
knowledge that at times seems closer to magic than science) into a 
new and useful light. Much of it should be judged and valued not 
by . the_ �t�l!Q!l.fcls __ C>t sc:iep.tific anazysis:-out as-seffQ�qftliiiapy 
through which farmers put their mistakes and disasters behind them 
withgjftl:ie_peifqJ:Iii�.iice gri11ding -to a halt. Gell (1988) suggests 
that Trobt;iand 'garden magic' (as interpreted by Malinowski) takes 
on a renewed significance if viewed from a performance perspective. 
Gell's notion is that Trobriand garden magic is a way of conceptual
izing and rehearsing ideal outcomes. In effect we are being invited 
1to view magic as pi:o�!l.ctiye perj'Qp.na.I1ceJhernpy (the ritual equiva
ilent of a Beta-:f3focker!), ne>!_� l:>otcll.e.clJheory of natu.ritl ca1:1s�s, Q!._ 
'a displaced moral philosophy, as some anthropologists would insist. 
But to tr�qigenous Jec:luiic.aLkngv.r1edg�Ji!1£!1:ld�g-�8!�L�s_ a 
patch-and-men_cL_philQSQphy in. this :way_is 11<:>L1.!Lcl.!!l!i11isli _Jts 
iJI1portance. Outsiders tend JQ_undenralue_Jli_e�aI�acity to keep_gQ_ing 
under difficulti�aiidto treat the_.c:Qpin_g_sJrategi�s_as 'muddling 
through', not�killed_a.c:hiexe.ments. But in truth - in the appalling, 
and rapidly deteriorating, environmental and economic conditions 
faced by many small-scale farmers in the African tropics - even 
to reprodU£e Jhe_�gtjuS _ql,!O is oftentimes a brilliantly innovative 
achievement. - -- ----- - -

-Perhaps the gap between farmers and researchers could be closed
if those on the formal side of the fence reflected upon one further 
lesson from the musical field. Technical perfection is no guarantee 
that th�p.e!f..Qm:tance.will su.c:ce�iCm smri)!g-::tlie1rr!agitiii!fon ·· of 
an· audience. Conversely, technicall)l:_imp .. erfoct_p.e.rformances_are 
sometunes--great performance�_ The composer Gustav Holst 
(reffecting upon musical performances by amateurs) was fond of 
quoting Chesterton's aphorism that 'if a thing is worth doing at all 
�Us w9rtb. c:lomg_badly'. This comes close to pmmng aown the-
essence of what it is about performance that is otherwise so elusive 
to those whose perspectives are based entirely on an overconfident 
reading of the claims of 'normal science'. 

Social theory: actors and agency 

Performance has until recently also eluded social theorists. The field 
is polarized. Perhaps in response to the overemphasis given by 
historians to the role of the individual actor or agent in shaping 
events, economists and sociologists long tended towards an opposite 
overemphasis on macroscopic structures, in which time and agency 
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were neglected, excluded, or rendered irrelevant by the guiding 
actions of the 'hidden hand'. An important exception is to be found 
in the work of the economist and statistician G. L. S. Shackle. 
Shackle's book Decision, Order and Time (1969) queries decision- . 
making orthodoxy as the reduction of possibilities to probabilities, i 
and explores an alternative conceptual framework in which perfonn
ance con��.:& a notfon of surp�se in_ k��i:,i_ng ��t!J:�

'.
13ayesi�n 

tradition of statistical reasoning) substitute for appre>a,_ch�s to- the 
:fufiife6ased on__'_timeless' distributions .of statistical orthQQQJcy. 

Other social theorists have made similar journeys. Performance 
- a focus on the social agent, and how agents achieve results - is a
central focus in ethnomethodology, for example. Historically
inclined sociologists are in the process of recovering time from the
grip of the nineteenth-century epochal Grand Theorists. In this new
historical· sociology ( cf. Peel 1983) social change is a performance
enacted upon a stage with carefully delimited socio-economic
characteristics, but it is a real performance for all that. The Ijeshas
in Peel's account were not simply absorbed into the new colonial
order of southern Nigeria. They did more than discover and react
to a system imposed by the march of global capitalism. Peel shows
how the agents of Desha history held their corner in an improvised
dialogue that helped make the system to which we now recognize
they belong (for a comparable Liberian example, see Breitborde
1991).

The theoretical tendencies behind this kind of account are most 
thoroughly developed in the work of Anthony Giddens. Giddens 
(1979) provides a sophisticated analysis of the links between per
formance (agency), structure (invariant or slowly varying features 
of institutions) and power (control of resources, capacity to act). 
Giddens's achievement is to bring the 'power' orientation of 
Marxian social science, the concern with pattern and meaning in 
structural-functional and structuralist sociology and anthropology, 
and the performance concerns of ethnomethodology into common 
focus . .1�!!!!QYglLp.ow:erand structur�h�y�_a great in1i:ti:ence_on �_ha! 
can be achieved,_!h�_$!.!l.ge . is d�ad withol!.Ll.®_Jtctors_, __ There is 1 
overriding significance the:refore.illthe-fact that social life is 'the 
skilled_perfQ!Jll@�.�....Qf�y_.actors'. A central point modern social 
tfieocy requires us to grasp is that social life is simply not corrigible 
by outside C)_QSeIY�rs. Outsiders may be able to re6wrathe-senQr 
to mix a �hor' movetlJ.e._ g_oalposts) but th�y do not m.�e the 
action. __ 

Giddens, like Shackle, moves the debate away from planning (the 
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world of social engineering) to the much more subtle ( and perhaps
nebulous) world of performance, and h�.e!}hance. tlle ciipacity
of given age.n!�.�� grQt:1p� to perform !!Ilcler difficult circumstances
(how;1or.example, to cope with the.c!J._<llle.nges.ofah�s!i or deter
igJa�g.��iro�e}!!lJBut in this case i! there a role fo! ou���:!s.)
in assisting arsuch events? To what extent can and ouglit outsiders 
try to influence the directions taken when poor people improvise in
the face of drought and famine, for example? �an social ag.e.11-ts
be intensively coached and trai!!�.cl...Jo pe!f.orm better under such
circumstances? Or, alternatively, if local creativity is decisive in
social action, are outside inteIY.entions best restricted to_psycll()Jc:>gi
cal fil!�r:omoiioii�assistance? What (in short) are the prescriptions 
for agricultural research policy under an agency-oriented theory of 
social action? 
"--------------

HOW ETHNOGRAPHY OF PERFORMANCE MIGHT HELP 

This change of emphasis in social theory has large implications for 

the way policy-makers conceive of interventions in agriculture and 
the purpose of agricultural research. Agriculture as a performance 
is part of the wider performance of social life. It is an obvious
characteristic of small-scale resource-poor farmers that there is little
scope (however orthodox economics might wish otherwise) to insu
late the farm from other aspects of existence. This emb�ddedness
is a feature of all people-intensive small-scale farming systems, irres
pective of whether output is for market or household subsistence.
Members of the farm household in these circumstances judge the
success of their on-farm actions by whether they further their social
J}rqjectsmoregenentlly.JI'h1s m tum meanstreatingserious1y· the

. ·argument that agriculture, as a component within the broader field 1.
: 
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socral action 1t 1s not comgible by outsiders. ; ·-�
· How· might agriculturalists· begm .. to understand agriculture as 
social action, and so determine new (though inevitably more 
modest) targets for assistance to agricultural activities inextricably 
bound up in larger social processes? One interesting possibility that 

I wish to explore in conclusion is the case for giving much greater 
prominence than hitherto to so-called ethnographic methods in agri
cultural research. Ethnographic methods (notably participant obser
vation) allow some access to and understanding of performance 
issues in agriculture. The approach was pioneered in the 1940s by 
the Belgian agronomist de Schlippe, working among the Azande in 

r 

I 
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southern Sudan. De Schlippe was an agronomist who re-trained as
an anthropologist, and wrote what is still one of the best books on 
performance in African agriculture. One of the great achievements 
of de Schlippe's Shifting Cultivation in Africa: the Zande System of
Agriculture (1956) was to show that aspects of life t9!ally. alien .. to 

the outside view.p..PiJJt (e.g. Azande ideas about witchcraft and
magic) became much _J!lore liJ1derstan.dable jn the context .of . the
kind of nsks.�Eg.�.nger,egJ:iy.agricultural performance. In this respect
his book is an essential complement to the much more famous
account by Evans-Pritchard of Azande witchcraft, oracles and 
magic. He was also one of the first observers to_d_e.s�be explicit .
agricultural experiments undertaken.b.y..African farmers. (women in 
particular) and to present these as coping strategies in the aftermath 
of system failures. · · · · · ·· 

The attention paid to participants' own theories of performance
is a central feature of the ethnography of performance. Ruth Stone's
book on the organization of the music event among the Kpelle of
Liberia (Let the Inside be Sweet, 1982) is a fine example of the 
genre. In it she pays attention to the way in which sponsors of 
musical events, and the musicians and audiences, first negotiate a 
performance, and then to how they understand the business of 
performing well. This introduces the reader to a range of perform
ance skills, as understood by the Kpelle: timing, tum-taking, how 
to begin and end, how to cue entrances and exits, how to cope with 
mistakes, and broader notions of harmony, togetherness and the 
social and spiritual auspices under which music takes place. 

Stone's study is especially interesting when read alongside the
work of Bellman (1984) on the social uses of secrecy in Kpelle
society. Working within the ethnomethodological tradition, Bellman
is concerned with the way the Kpelle use ideas about ritual secrecy
to segregate and demarcate distinct discourses. The ability to speak
in Kpelle is far from simply a question of possessing relevant knowl
edge. 'SEeald!!.g' is]!i1ying��Ji�11.ce.J<>p�rform. Such lice:q�s_ar.e 
gained through membership of appropriate._closed associatio� 
(secret societies). The Bellman study is an intmediate corrective to

any nai've belie,f iQ Jlle pow .er of 'dialogue' tofaglffat.i:u:Qriimt:llli
cationbetween farmers and a ·cultural scienti�ts, or in the capacity 
ci sue dialogue to achieve generally beneficial results. Researchers 
would first have to examine the auspices under which any partici
patory debate took place, and how those auspices were interpreted
both by participants and bystanders. Since it is not obvious without 
careful prior empirical investigation that Kpelle notions on these 
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points would in any way coincide with those of agricultural 
researchers, the possibilities for cultural mis-communication must 
be considerable. 

So accounts of agricultural performance informed by critical 
insights of the kind deployed by Stone and Bellman are badly 
needed in agricultural research. As my material at the outset sug
gests, one place to start would be the process of labour negotiation. 
Another is how 'household' farming units are put together. Farm 
households are not �ven fa social structure. To a large extel:rt 
th�Y_.are th� �i:e,slllt_<>L�P�®�- soc1��<>J!l:ific5ns··(e�g. -m:airiage
transactions). In some cases, they -�� Il�gC>_tiit!�d �n.cl. r�ne.g_Qtiated 
on an alll!ll_al_basis.(Richards 1986). This brings into question the 
tendency among agricultll!"aL e�nOill�ts . a11d J�ng_ .. systems 
researchers to treai the farm household as a unit of analysis for 
sampling�: Another obvious area. for further work is per
forinance under duress. Coping skills in agriculture are often 
especially difficult to pin down systematically and describe, but there 
are good accounts in, for example, the work of Michael Watts 
(1983) on coping with drought and Barbara Harrell-Bond (1986) on 
refugee resettlement. This latter study is especially noteworthy for 
having demonstrated the extent to which re�urvi�/!!Jsa skilled 
social achiev:eµie,nt� By describing the contrast in fortunes of self
seft1edrefugees and those in camps run by agencies, Harrell-Bond 
demonstrates the need above all to sustain that sense of vision and 
purpo��gh which social_gr_Q!!psfet!Ln"t��!T capacity to act in
a ·creative and cohesive manner. 

.. ·-·-· 

CONCLUSION 

It is the grounding of this creativity, then, that is, or should be, a 
central concern in any anthropology of local knowledge. How, in .. 
specific ethnographic contexts, are curiosity and inv�ntiyeness first 
kindled· m�chlldrenTWharfactors are conducive to their mainten
ancemTaajife� especially UllCler cluress? Are there· systematic 
differences between rich and poor, young and old, men and women, 
in these areas? What, if anything, can outsiders do to help? The 
Mende in Sierra Leone are fond of a proverb, 'Say half, leave half 
unspoken', which says a good deal about their theory of knowledge. 
It is on:ly too easy, through loose or excessive talk, to paint yourself 
into a comer. Life and folk are unpredictable. It is generally wise, 
and almost certainly better tactics, to underspecify a problem, or 
to reserve some aspects of your case against the day when circum-
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stances change. Flexible performance requires options to be kept 
open. Life is bogged down by elaborate rules. In difficult circum
stances the intellectualization of peasant thought as a fully specified 
'local knowledge system' may be more hindrance than help. A 
celebration of the virtues of dancing might be more to the point. It 
is here that we are more likely to find appropriate training for those 
skills of balance, rhythm and articulation necessary to cross life's 
tightrope ·ingoodoraer:-·and,witliTucK,to�iidd a twirl or two.as 
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POSTSCRIPT 

This chapter originated in a short (intentionally polemical) essay 
written for presentation at a conference on complementary methods 
of agricultural research organized by Robert Chambers and held at 
the University of Sussex in 1987 (Richards 1989). It was intended 
to make the case for an ethnographic ( even ethnomethodological) 
approach to agricultural research in a forum largely sympathetic to 
participatory and dialogical work with farmers, but inclined (as is 
evident in the published proceedings, Chambers, Pacey and Thrupp 
1989) to treat 'local knowledge' in rather straightforward, even 
nai'vely positivistic, terms. Mark Hobart was kind enough to suggest 
that the paper might be equally relevant to the discussion in his 
w9rkshop on anthropological approaches to 'local knowledge'. 
Having struggled to revise it to fit these new requirements I am 
conscious that I have failed to eliminate the signs of its original 
purpose, and that (for an anthropological audience) I will surely be 
judged guilty of re-stating the obvious in a number of respects. I 
ought also to add that in 1987, whereas I knew something about 
the impact of agricultural research on farmers, it was on:ly sub
sequently that I studied an agricultural research community at first 
hand. I now know it is a mistake to take the propaganda of bio
technology at face value. Some plant breeders are quite sceptical 
about the extent to which their discipline will be transformed by 
these new procedures. Simmonds (1979), in his well-known and 
highly regarded textbook on plant breeding, treats the methods 
of bio-technology as useful additions to the breeder's armoury of 
technique, but evolution is likely to have the last word on those 
who imagine they have un:limited powers to design and redesign 
successful plants at will. Simmonds is explicit that on:ly part of plant 
breeding is an exact science based on the manipulation of major 
genes according to Mendelian principles. Important attributes such 
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